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ABSTRACT

Pulsed ejectors are essential devices in pulsed pressure gain
combustors for gas turbines, in the pulse converter turbocharging
for LC.E., ..etc. The development of these devices has proceeded by
trial and intuition. A comprehensive experimental and theoretical
investigation of unsteady pulse jet ejector is presented. The
experimental performance characteristics compare favorably with
model predictions. Particular emphasis is placed towards
optimization of geometric and operational parameters on the
augmenter to maximize ejector performance based on mass and
thrust augmentation. The results show that the performance is
dependent on both the primary flow configuration, which is
responsible for the generation of strong pressure wave action in the
augmenter and also on the augmenter tube itself to allow for the
proper and tuned propagation of the generated pressure waves to
augment the primary flow to maximum. The augmenter length to
diameter ratio is shown to vary according to the primary flow
frequency. An optimum augmenter to primary tubes area ratio of
4.15 is obtained for thrust augmentation.
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INTRODUCTION

The pulsed ejector is used in for pumpingand thrust augmentation applications. It
employs the unsteady intermittent (pulsed)
primary flow to generate repeated pressure
exchange cycles in the augmenter tube in
order to augment both the primary mass
flowrate and thrust.

Pulsed ejector, presenting superior
augmentation capacity than steady flow
ejectors, have been thus employed in
unsteady flow applications where thrust and
mass augmentation represented crucial
importance. One such application is the
pulsed combustor systems for diverse
applications [1-3]. The unsteady flow
ejectors performance of both the inlet
backflow and tail pipe outflow of a single
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aerovalve pulsed combustor. An early
version (Figure I-a [4)) and more recent
configuration (Figure 1-b [5,6]), are of
discrete importance for the aimed pressure
gain potential to be realized across the
complete pressure-gain pulsating
combustor. Another application of the
pulsed ejector is in the pulse converter
turbo charging (see Figure 2) which is
developed to maintain both the advantage of
pulse tubocharging to convey exhaust
energy to the turbine with minimum losses
[7,8] and also at the same time have the
advantage of constant pressure
turbocharging with fully admitted flow
through turbine of turbocharger despite the
inherent unsteady nature of the exhaust
flows [9}.
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So far, the design and development of
pulsed ejectors have proceeded largely by
trial and intuition, a method that is time
consuming, costly and does not guarantee
an optimum design [3-5, 10, 11].

A model for the pulsed ejector is presented
by Marzouk et al. [12]' The model is based on
the modified method of characteristics for
prediction on one-dimension, non-steady
compressible flow with the influence to
permit account for area change, friction and
heat transfer. The numerical procedure is
set up for computer coding with sufficient
generality to include all significant processes
which occur in the primary and augmenter
tubes. Very good correlation and agreement
is demonstrated between the experimental
measurements and numerical results [12].
Therefore, it is concluded that the model is
capable of interpreting the phenomena
within the ejector with high accuracy.

The present work shows the performance
characteristics of the pulse jet ejector under
variation of the important geometric and
operational parameters. Particular emphasis
is placed on experimental measurements to
validate performance behavior. In addition
the model is used to explain many
performance features of these pulsed
ejectors.

Experimental Description
The pulse jet ejector is shown

schematic ally in Figure 3. The experimental
ejector is detailed in Figure 4. It comprises
the pulsating flow generator that produces
the intermittent flow in the primary tube.
The primary tube exit port and augmenter
inlet port are sealed within a plenum
chamber from which secondary flowis drawn
through the augmenter. The chamber is
equipped with a BS standard flownozzle for
secondary flowmeasurement.

primary tube

Flo", box

L-1

Figure 3 Schematic diagram of a prototype pulsed ejector.
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Figure 4 Constructional drawing of a pulse generator.

The primary mass flow rate is measured
using the same standard nozzle after turning
it around and blocking the chamber
augmenter flow hole. Two primary tubes are
used, each having 8 mm inside diameter but
one is 40 cm long and the other is 48 cm
long. The shorter tube is incorporated with
two pressure taps for the pressure
transducer mounting to pick up the
instantaneous pressure signals from the
primary flow and discharges to the ambient.
The other tube, with no pressure taps, is
used with the entire ejector assembly.

Six augmenter tubes are used, two of
which have taps for pressure transducer
mounting. Three augmenters have inlet
areas 4 times the primary tube exit area and
are 24 ems in length. The cross section area
of one augmenter is uniform while the other
two are divergent with total included angles
of 30 and 60 .The other three augmenters are
uniform in cross section and have ratio of
inlet area to primary tube exit area of 12.5
but at lengths 9,15 and 20 cm. All

augmenters have a bellmouth inlet to
minimize spill over. The pulse frequency of
the primary flow is varied by changing the
pulse generator speed via the variable speed
motor.

Dry, high pressure air is supplied to the
rig by screw compressor rated at 8.2
m3/min. and 10 bars. One primary tube of 8
mm inside diameter and 45 cm length is
used. A calibrated thrust meter of the free
displacement type is used for thrust
measurement of primary and augmenter
tube exits.

Theoretical Model
The calculation of the fluid properties in

the primary and augmenter flow fields is
carried out by the method of characteristics,
based on the following partial differential
equations representing mass, momentum
and energy conservation in one dimension
space and in vector notation:
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The above equations are solved
algebraically to find the values of the
dependent variables at the new time level for
internal nodes. The double subscripts
denote average quantities over the relevant
characteristics.

The missing information required to obtain
the dependent variables at the boundary
node points of the flowfields, are obtained
through the boundary conditions by
application of the consexvation equations of
mass and energy in quasi-steady forms
[12,14]. The flowinformation of the primary
flow as it enters the augmenter duct is
numerically supplied through mass,
momentum and energy balance technique at
any instant. Full details of the numerical
simulation procedure is available [12,14].

The convergence of the numerical solution
of the model to a conditions representing
cycle operation is demonstrated. More
information including the novel features of
the model is detailed in [12,14]. The model is
shown capable of interpreting the
phenomena within the ejector at great
accuracy [12] and proved successful to be
used for performance evaluation.

(5)

(3)

represents the friction force per unit mass
with friction coefficient f assumed to be that
of quasi-steady turbulent flow [13].The term
q represents the heat transfer per unit mass
per unit time:

4h(
q=-(Tw-T)

pD

hr is the film heat transfer coefficient
calculated from Reynolds-Colburn analogy
[13] and Tw is the wall temperature.
Manipulation of the above system of
Equations 1, it is transformed into its
characteristic form [12,14]. Non
dimensionalization of the equations and
using the dependent variables, P, U and <J ,

the ordinary differential equations are
integrated along their relevant
characteristics [12,14]:
1 1
-(<JB + <IN)PB+ UB =-(<JB + <J1,JPN+Uu
2 2

j Y-1DII-F'J c;z_(P<J~) dAi' c;z1, Y ciB AI' 1\"13 dX

Along (U"+ A")characteristics, NB on the (X
Z)plane.
1 1

-(<JB +<JM)PB +UB =-(<JB +<IN)PN +UM2 2

+(Y-l D"+F'J c;z_(P<JU) dAr" c;zY MB Ar" MB dX
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the pulsed ejector

depends on many geometric and operational
parameters, some of which are related to the
primary jet flow configuration. In
applications such as pulsed combustors,
pulsed converters and many propulsive
devices, the characteristics of the primary jet
are controlled by factors other than the
ejector i.e. the ejector is required to generate
the maximum possible augmenting capacity
of mass and thrust under predetermined
primary flow configurations. So, no attempt
has been made to optimize the primary flow.
Instead, the primary flow generated by the
primary tube prototype ejector, is employed
with the intention of determining the
configuration of the augmenter tube capable
increasing primary mass and thrust under
all primary conditions. The ejector
performance depends on primary stagnation
pressure po , primary jet frequency f,
augmenter length to inlet diameter ratio
(L/D), ratio of augmenter inlet cu"eato
primary tu be exit area (Aaug / A.i ), Augmenter
divergence angle (e) and also the distance
between the aUgi.Ilenter and primary tube
exit (x/D). The secondary stagnation
pressure, which is the flow box pressure, is
also a parameter that controls both the
primary and secondary flows. However, it
was not taken as an optimization parameter
since in most practical applications the
secondary stagnation pressure IS
independent from ejector operation.

It should be noted that the distance
between augmenter and primary tube exit as
a ratio of the augmenter inlet diameter (x/ D)
has a major effect on the configuration of the
primary jet issuing from the primary tube as
it travels to augmenter inlet. If this ratio is
very large spill over of the primary jet is
inevitable and if it is too small, the primary
jet is not developed such that it fails to fill
the augmenter inlet area, hence the piston
like action of the primary jet is lost in the
augmenter tube. Such a phenomena can
only be described through a mathematical
model of more than one spatial dimension.
Experiments were thus performed to obtain
an optimum (x/D) value so that the full

potentials of the one-dimensional piston like
action of the primary jet is realized.
Nevertheless, at the experimentally obtained
x/D ratio, where the primary jet floods the
entire augmenter inlet area, the flowin the
augmenter tube is essentially one dimension
and hence the numerical model is capable of
describing the flow events in the augmenter
tube with utmost efficiency. Mass Flow Rate
Ratio (mt / mp).Figure 5 represents the mass
flow rate ratio from experimental
measurements as a function of x/D at
various primary stagnation pressures. Each
figure presents the results at specified area
ratio (Aaug/ Aj), frequency and augmenter
divergence angle (e). The figures exhibit an
optimum x/D ratio of 1.25. Increase ofx/D
shows a negligible decline of mass flowratio
for high x/D ratio up to the value of 6.
Thrust augmentation ratio also showed
similar behavior. This implies the augmenter
bellmouth collects the primary jet even if the
primary jet development exceeds the
diameter of the augmenter inlet section.

Figures 6 and 7 show samples of the
experimentally measured and the
corresponding analytical predictions of mass
flow rate ratio , as a function of frequency for
different primary stagnation pressures. The
results correlate favorably and showing a
rising characteristics as the frequency
increases due to increased momentum of the
primary jet and hence the augmenter
secondary flow. However, the mass flowratio
of the ejector decreases as the primary flow
stagnation pressure increases.

This is attributed to the increased
entropy discontinuity with which the
primary flow enters the augmenter. The
rarefaction waves, then, weaken upon
colliding with the contact discontinuity and
hence the depression at the augmenter inlet
does not increase the secondary flowwith
the same proportion as the primary flow.The
increase of augmenter divergence angle is
shown to enhance the secondary flow due to
the increased depression at the augmenter
inlet which results from the wave interaction
with the diffusing area change.
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Figures 8 to 10 represent samples of the
predicted mass flow ratio as a function of
LID at various stagnation pressures. The
optimum LID ratio is, as shown, a strong
function of the area ratio and primary
frequency. From each graph, it is clear that
the optimum LID ratio is independent of the
primary stagnation pressure and from each
two consecutive graphs optimum LID is also
independent of e .Figure 11 presents the
optimum LID ratios as a function of
frequency at variant area ratio (Aaugl Aj).

Increasing the primary pulse frequency
entails the decrease of the optimum
augmenter length, for a certain area ratio,
which is required for a tuned ejector that
maximizes the wave mechanics effects to
draw in more secondary air.

Figures 12 and 13 show a capture of a
series of numerical tests of the mass flow
ratio as a function of area ratio (Aaug IAj) for
a specified divergence angle and frequency
at the determined optimum (LID) ratios. The
ever-increasing behavior of mass ratios is
attributed to the combined actions of
increased primary jet entrainment and
augmenter inlet area increase which
increases the secondary flow despite the
decreased depression at augmenter inlet.
The present analysis did not probe the
performance beyond area ratio 12 because
the flow within the augmenter becomes,
then, far from one that can be described by a
one dimension model.
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while using multiple hyper mixing primary
nozzles [IS}. The figures also show that the
mass flow ratio increases as the divergence
angle increases. This is due to the increased
depression at the augmenter inlet, which
increases the inhaled secondary flow.

It is, therefore, concluded from model
analysis that, from the point of view of mass
augmentation, the area ratio (AaugjAj) andj or
divergence angle increases the ejector
performance. Nevertheless, since at higher
divergence angles or higher area ratio the
performance falls off due to flow separation
and the appearance of vortex-flow,which as
expected the model then departs from one
dimensional flow.

Figure 12 Maximum mass versus augmenter inlet to
primary tube exit area ratio.

Figure 13 Maximum mass versus augmenter inlet to
primary tube exit area ratio.

However, at higher area ratios, pulsed
ejectors lose their exquisite and unique
quality of mass and thrust augmentation
capacity at exceedingly small geometries
with respect to steady flow ejectors. For
example a steady flow ejector capable of
producing the same mass ratio as that
obtained from pulsed ejector at an area ratio
of4 has a corresponding area ratio of 25
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The average thrust force is, calculated
accordingly at both the primary and
augmenter tube outlets over one cycle after
steady cyclic operation is attained. The
thrust is measured by the free displacement
type thrust meter.

Figures 14 and 15 show samples of series
numerical tests representing the thrust ratio
(TangjTp) as a function of(LjD) at various
stagnation pressures. Each figure presents
the results at a specified area ratio,
frequency and divergence angle. It should be
observed that optimum (LjD) is a function of
only the area ratio, frequency and divergence
angle and is not a function of stagnation
pressure.

Thrust Augmentation Ratio (TaUI / Tp )

The thrust ratio represents the average
augmented outlet momentum flux from the
augmenter tube divided by that at the
primary tube outlet. The average outlet
momentum is calculated over one cycle as:
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Figure 16 Analytical results of maximum thrst
augmentaion ratio vs. augmenter inlet to
primary tube exit area ratio.

momentum. At low area ratios, there is
insufficient amount of secondary flow
entering the augmenter to increase the mass
and hence thrust. At high area ratios,
however, higher amounts of secondary flow
enter the augmenter but at reduced
velocities due to the reduced inlet
depression. This accounts for the decline of
thrust ratio at high area ratio. Therefore an
optimum area ratio is realized at which
sufficient secondary flow enters the
augmenter at a velocity that ensures
maximum exit momentum.
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Figure 17 Analytical results of maximtun thrust
augmentation ratio vs. augmenter inlet to
primary tube exit area ratio.

Analytical results of thrust augmentation
ration Vs. augmenter length to inlet inlet
diameter ratio.
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Figure 15 Analytical results of thrust augmentation
ration Vs. augmenter length to inlet inlet
diameter ratio.

Figures 16 and 17 show the results of
the predicted thrust ratio (Taug/Tp)as a
function of area ratio (Aaug/Aj) at various
stagnation pressures and optimum L/D
ratio. Each figure represents the results at a
specified frequency and divergence angle. It
is clear that regardless of frequency,
divergence angle and stagnation pressure,
an optimum area. ratio of 4.15, is obtained.
Unlike mass ratio, the thrust augmentation
IS realized due to increased induced
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Figure 19 Maximum thrust ratio at optimum area ratio
and LID ratio Vs. divergence angle a
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Figure 18 represents the optimum LID
ratios at the optimum area ratio as a
function of frequency and various divergence
angles. Figure 19 shows the maximum
thrust ratio (Taug/Tp) as function of
divergence angle at the optimum area ratio
and various frequencies and their
corresponding optimum LID ratios.

It is emphasized that the tluust
augmentation ratio of the pulsed ejectors are
generated at extremely smaller area ratio
than the steady flow ejectors. The maximum
thrust ratio of 2.45 is realized at an area
ratio of 4.15 which compares favorably with
the thrust ratio of 2.4 reported by Lockwood
[16] for a prototype pulsed ejector at an area
ratio of 4. This thrust ratio was reported by
[15] for steady flow ejector at an area ratio
36.
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Figure 18 Predicted optimum LID ratio, from thrust
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CONCLUSIONS
From the aforementioned analysis the

followingis concluded:
1. The pulsed ejector has exceptional

capacity to augment the primary mass
flow rate and thrust at unusually smaller
area ratio (4-4.5) compared to the
corresponding steady flow ejectors (25 or
more). This capacity depends primarily on
the momentum of the primary flowas well
as its entropy.

2. The analysis provides the optimum
augmenter length to inlet diameter ratios
suitable for every specified primary flow
configuration generated in devices such
as pulsed combustors, pulsed converters
and other propulsive devices.

3. The optimum augmenter area ratio is
independent from the primary flow
configuration. It is, from geometrical view
point, an augmenter inlet area capable of
capturing the entire primary jet and at the
same time maintains strong wave action
in the augmenter to increase both mass
and momentum to a maximum. The
optimum area ratio from point of view of
thrust augmentation, is 4.15.

4. The mass augmentation capacity of pulsed
ejector continually increases as the area
ratio increases due to the inlet duct
increased primary flow entertainment and
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due to the minimization of spill over of the
primary flow at the augmenter.

5. Although the proposed model simulates
the flow in the ejector tubes, within the
range of one dimensional configurations,
with pronounced accuracy, certain
parameters, namely excessive area ratio
and divergence angle increase, can not be
fully investigated because their increase
brings about departure from the one
dimensional flow behavior and
consequently mars the generation of
consistent and realistic numerical
solution especially when separation and
reversed flow occur.
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